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1723. Earth dramatic end time event: islands and mountains gone

Friday, May 01, 2020

The events occurring on earth just at the end of the age are detailed in Revelation 16, as what is known as the last 7
plagues or the 7 bowl judgments.  Amongst the 7 plagues, are earth’s oceans becoming blood red in color, as well as all
its river water (2  and 3  plagues or bowls). This is something that is being seen more and more and is discussed in the
previous article [Article 1722: Earth energy at critical low levels: blood red water: absorbs life energy]. The last plague,
however, reveals something astounding about earth’s energy status at the time:

Then the seventh angel poured out his bowl into the air, and a loud voice came out of the temple of heaven, from the
throne, saying, “It is done!”  And there were noises and thunderings and lightnings; and there was a great earthquake,
such a mighty and great earthquake as had not occurred since men were on the earth.  Now the great city was divided
into three parts, and the cities of the nations fell. And great Babylon was remembered before God, to give her the cup of
the wine of the fierceness of His wrath.  Then every island fled away, and the mountains were not found. (Rev.
16:17-20)

Every island seems to disappear and the mountains also disappear in addition to just all the cities being completely
destroyed. Since most islands and all mountains on the earth are the result of Planet X surface, surface pieces from
other planets, having been deposited on the surface of the earth, this can only mean that the earth loses these pieces of
Planet X surface to another planet that is less energy depleted than the earth and that, therefore, earth reaches a level of
energy depletion greater than other Planet X planets [Article 1526: Mountain ranges on earth are Planet X surface debris
pieces].

Figure 1. Piece of Planet X surface sitting on top of the sand in Portugal: it is not connected to bedrock under the sand
because it was brought in and dropped here by the planetary farmers (Satan AI entity) using earth’s own gravity and their
positioning of the planet from which it came [Article 1563: Planet X brought into Solar System by aliens: the planetary
farmers].

Figure 2. A view from an airplane (from a MrMBB333 video) reveals another piece of Planet X surface debris with
buildings and other artificial structures on it.  A straight line can be seen close to the left edge, indicating the presence of
a building or wall, and a dome appears to emerge from the center of the circular structures. There are many small light
colored structures within the image that do not appear to be cloud formations, there is also a cross, which may have
been antenna, and two bent cylindrical structures aligned with each other, as if they were meant to be one structure with
a gap in it.

Until now, earth has been getting surface pieces from the other Planet X planets, but at this point in time, right at the end
of the 7 year tribulation period, the earth has become so energy depleted that the process is suddenly reversed and it
loses these surface pieces in one dramatic event that causes a huge worldwide earthquake, after which time, these
pieces of Planet X surface can no longer be found on the earth. This also means that the buildings that have been built
on these pieces of Planet X surface and anyone living on these loose pieces of planetary surface will at this time end up
on the surface of another Planet X planet, one of the planets that are less energy depleted than the earth.

Figure 3. Island appears in the middle of a frozen lake, where no island had ever been, in Finland. No volcanic or
seismic activity could explain it either. The island seems to be bordered by an artificial structure, which looks like
columns, all of the same height, and neatly aligned, which cannot in any way be natural. The columns also have colored
geometric patterns on them. And no, this is no mirage; a mirage is the product of the human mind trying to make sense
of something, which it cannot clearly see.  If this had been a mirage, it would not be clearly defined, we would be
wondering what it was and applying our imagination, but no imagination is necessary here; artificial columns and square
patterns in different colors can be clearly discerned. This must be a piece of the Planet X debris, with artificial structures
on it, which has slowly sunk in the earth’s atmosphere, and was, most likely, steered to this lake, by the ‘powers that be’,
so that it would quietly sink into it. The white patches close to it suggest that it had started breaking through the ice.

The above structures may well have been contaminated with insects or viruses used in the war that was surely waged on
these planets by the Satan AI entity, the one responsible for what occurs on earth at this time since having been using
these Planet X surface pieces that come from planets that are more energy depleted than the earth, to absorb energy
from the earth, until it reaches the critical level of energy depletion that it does at the end of the tribulation period, he then
brings in planets that are less energy depleted than the earth to suddenly reverse the process, so that the earth’s surface
undergoes catastrophic destruction.

In conclusion, earth has been receiving Planet X surface pieces or pieces of the surface of other planets for thousands of
years but at the time of the last of the 7 last plagues, earth’s energy status becomes so low that this is reversed so that
the earth suddenly and dramatically loses its islands and mountains, formed out of Planet X surface pieces, and its cities
that have been built on these surface pieces, in a catastrophic event that also causes a huge worldwide earthquake.
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Figure 1. The final 7 year tribulation period ends with Jesus coming back riding a white horse as King
of Kings and Lord of Lords.
As I have written in several previous articles we are now living in the time of tribulation, the final 7 …

READ MORE

Figure 1 below shows a Twitter post about President Trump stating that 100 000 Americans could die
of COVID-19, thus reiterating the same ridiculous lie that he has used to lock down the country and
other countries around the world, through which he hopes to destroy the earth’s inhabitants because it…

READ MORE

As I have detailed in previous articles mankind seems to be watchers who were made to fall by the
Satan AI entity, a story which seems to be told by the Star Trek television series and films [Article 1686:
Mankind: the Watchers that became humanoids]. Revelation 12 tells us that the dragon or the Satan AI…

READ MORE

This is the question that is being discussed almost non-stop by the media. How to do it safely? How to
do it slowly and methodically? so that no one gets sick as a result of the non-existent epidemic? The
question is in itself ridiculous and illogical because there was never an epidemic, a fact which has been…

READ MORE

It has now become clear to many that the current use of the corona virus epidemic lie to conquer the
earth’s population has been in the making for a very long time, going as far back as to the first world
war, these wars being used as a way to get to the point where the current take over could occur. …

READ MORE

Figure 1 below shows red water off the coast of Devon, UK, on April 21st 2020. Incidents of blood red
ocean water and blood red river water are increasing. As I have shown in previous articles, earth’s
oceans and rivers are fed by water coming from the Planet X planets and is energy depleted. The …

READ MORE
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